IZA PAX – 15/20
Lifts for people and
material.
•The IZA PAX 15/20 lifts for people and material have
the best characteristics for working at the
constructions sites with an optimized design to make
it very resistant but with a light weight.
•Improved with the more useful technology for a fast
installation process, easy & continuous operation. A
modern operation system allows easier preventive
maintenance, clear communication User vs. Machine.
•Use the same kind of mast and their component
respect to the rest of our products. Optimize your
investment.
•The IZA PAX 15/20 have a completely Open Clean
Space inside the cabin without any obstacles for
loading & unloading. At least two types of doors
(book doors, and guillotine doors) are available, to
protect the way into, and outside of the cabin.
•Can carry up to 22 people or 2000 Kg. Optimized
exterior volume. Up to 3 assembled cabins with
accessories and ground enclosure can be loaded in a
40´HC container.
•Complete set of safety devices, according to EN
12195 Regulations. The movement of the cabin is
limited at the highest and lower levels by up to three
different safety systems (both electric and
mechanical ones).
•Advanced Floor Planning System to control the
movement allowing the stops of the cabin, and the
opening of the doors ONLY at the previously
programmed levels of the building.
•Guiding system (cable-trolley and specific guides) to
keep the power supply & control cable stay tight and
in place. Avoid accidents caused by uncontrolled
cable.
•Cabin structure, and masts strength have been
calculated with ANSYS software, tested at ENCOMAT,
and largely verified during the use in working sites
worldwide.
•First Quality components used to ensure endurance,
reliability, and easy spare parts change: High
Performance Motors, Parachute Brake, Overload
Control, CE Certified European Electronic Devices .
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PAX – 15/20
Technical data:
1500 / 2000 kg
120 m.
24/40/45 m/min.
2x5,5/2x7,5/2x9,2 Kw
380 V. 50/60Hz
6 m.
1,489 m.
21/30/37 Kw

MAXIMUM LOAD:
MAXIMUM HEIGHT (HIGHER VALUES UNDER ENCOMAT SUPERVISION):
MAXIMUN NOMINAL SPEED:
POWER OF MOTORS:
NOMINAL VOLTAGE:
MAX STANDING HEIGHT:
MAST DIMENSIONS:
POWER FREQUENCY VARIATOR:

Safety devices of the machine:
Parachute emergency brakes.
Double motor-gear box group with both brakes.
Emergency stop.
Higher and Lower limits with 3 safety systems:
Final Switch, Inductive Sensor and Final Red
Mast without rack.
Automatic brake-disc & temperature control for
motors.

Manual descent in case of emergency or power supply off.
Ground Enclosure controlled by the cabin.
Maneuver acoustic alarm.
Upper and lower floor detector with an approaching
slow speed selector.
Advanced floor planning for cabin stops and doors
opening.
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Weight and Dimensions
Dimensions of the mast section:
1500 x 55 x 50 mm.
Wight of the mast section:
74 Kg.
Inner dimensions of the cabin:
3.000 x 1.500 x 2.150 mm.
External dimensions of the assembly at ground: 3.230 x 2.160 mm
Dimension of the basement:
4.070 x 3.070 mm
Weight of the assembly at ground:
1.800 Kg.

Camino Malatones, 24
28110 Algete
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Distributor:

www.encomat.com
*The characteristics shown in this catalog can be modified without any previous warning due to the technical evolution of our products.

